SECTION 11150D - PARKING CONTROL EQUIPMENT

A. Provide parking control equipment as follows which must be compatible with the University’s existing SCAN computer system. The equipment shall be provided at all vehicular ingress/egress points except for the attendant booth which is only required at one ingress/egress point:

1. Automatic barrier gates: Federal APD Auto Gate Model CG-90 with Omega Controller.
4. Fee Computer: Federal APD Auditor 2C.
7. Signage: Provide an electronic “Garage Cash Full” sign which is electronically integrated with the balance of the parking control equipment.
8. Attendant Booth: 4’ x 6’ Par-Kut International Model 64 or comparable unit by Porta-King Building Systems with front and rear shelves, sliding doors on both sides with locks, two electrical outlets, overhead lights above front and rear shelves, two phone lines, 220-240 V heater and air conditioner. Booth shall conform to ADA requirements.
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